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Much of the responsibility for poor teaching of
history at the secondary level lies with those who teach college
history rather than those who teach teachers. One approach to new
methods of history instruction is the development and use of inquiry
models. Crucial to this approach is the involvement of students and
teacher in model building - -an element frequently lacking in "packaged
inquiry" materials, which often stifle the opportunity for
self-generated questions and pre-define the scope of investigation.
The most difficult task of model building is getting students to
understand the process and ask the kinds of questions which will
enable them to gather the data needed to accomplish the goals--in the
example used here -- determining the causes of the American Revolution.
Once this is accomplished, it is time to begin actual model building,
which consists of 3 steps: 1) determine area of investigation, 2)
establish requirements for solving problem, and 3) gather data. The
model has several uses--for investigation, as shown here, for
evaluating historical interpretations, and hypothesis testing.
:Finally, to determine whether students can build inquiry models, one
can use individual models, or devise an exam which tests this
ability. ("Steps in Model Building" and "Inquiry Model for the Causes
of the American Revolution" are appended.) (J1,B)
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The "sound and fury" of the New Social Studies will signify little

unleSs teachers are better trained in its techniques. More specifically, the

use of "packaged inquiry" alone io no substitute s-or an inquiring teacher, for

new materials in the hands of a poorly trained teacher produce no better results

than older ones. Unfortunately, most of us tend to teach history the way we

were taught. But even the best methods at the college level soldom produce

sufficient variety to give students a true test of alternatives. While this

influence can lessen with time, its grip has a long half-life, in some cases

as long as the college notes are legible.

What I propose today, therefore, is to shift much of the responsibility

for poor teaching of history at the secondary level from those who teach teachers

to those who teach history. While this paper will focus on history, it takes

little imagination to apply this to all the social studies. It is easy for me

to shift this responsibility since I must teach both methods and history classes

at Iowa State University as well as supervise student teachers, which seems to

be a practical teat of the other two. In addition, my ten years experience in

the secondary classroom gives me the perspective of the classroom teacher. es a

teacher of a class in social studies methods, I've moved steadily in the direction

of teaching a variety of materisi5: mini-courses if you like, rather than just

explaining the new methods, My students purchase the materials highachool students

would use in the classroom, thus enabling me to teach by example. My students altio

practice using the materials. This, however, is a stop-gap measure at best, for

three quarter-hours in a methods class can hardly blunt the impact of thirty

to fifty quarter-hours of unimaginative history teaching. In the long-run then,

the moat effective way to train history teachers is by employing new techniques

in the teaching of history. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate one such

approach: the development and use of inquiry models in the teaching of a college-
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level course on the American Revolution. The objective of the class, to quote

from TeachisgLas a Subversive Activite, le to provide students with "genuine

crap dectectors."

An inquiry model, as used in this presentation, is a process by which

one systematically establishes what data ere needed to explain, solve, describe

clarify or show important relationshipAof historical phenomena, The model consists

of related and subordinate questions, ehich,when answered, would describe, explain,

solve, and clarify the relationship under investigation,

Let me emphasize the words "development and use" of inquiry models.

Crucial to this approach is the involvement of the students in model building.

It is here that this technique differs from others. A weakness of the "packaged

inquiry" now being marketed is that these materials do not seem to provide

students with the open-end experiences the term inquiry implies, In fact these

new materials actually prevent the student from practicing at least two essential

and creative skills he must learn in order to be inquisitive and skeptical,

a true inquirer. First, the materials stifle the opportunity to ask questions

by providing questions with their materials similar to those at the end of textbook

chapters; second, the materials limit the scope of investigation by selecting

the data from which a student is to draw conclusions,.

When students engage in model-building activity, there are important

implications. First, it says something about the class atmosphere. It is obvious

that the class must sense the mood of inquiry. The best way that I know to do

this is for the teacher to become an inquirer as well. In other words, ask

real questions, questions to which the teacher himself has no certain answer.

So much of what happens in the classroom is a charade, for, questions are really

saying "guess what I'm thinking." It is more honest, and in. many cases better

teaching, to tell students these answers. It is certainly more efficient. Another



implication of model building by students is that it says something about the

role of the teacher, In genezal, teachers tend to stop teaching at the point

when they should begin, Let. me illustrate.

Exhibit I

Most energy in the classroom ought to be spent on stage two getting the class

to reach the objective, into orbit if you please, of becoming true inquirers,

Exhibit II

Model building focuses upon this second stage, although, as we shall see later,

the first stale will not be neglected-

The.most difficult task in model building is to get students to understand

the process and thus ask the kind of questions which will enable them to gather

the data needed to accomplish the goals, in this case determining the causes of

the American Revolution, One example which illicits this kind of question is

deciding the guilt or innocence of a defendant in a hypothetical case. The class

can then discuss and develop a model for determining the guilt of innocence of the

actuaed.

Having defined the model and acquainted studente with the process, it

is time to begin model building. This consists of three steps,

Exhibit III

As you can see, there are two ways to determine the area of investigation.

While it would always be preferable for all the class to become enthused about

the same topic, I have found this consensus difficult to develop. It is possible

that a general class consensus can develop from a provocative film or from a

discussion, in this case the idea of revolution. That is, students might decide

they want to find out what causes revolutions. But the topic can also be selected

ahead of time, thus allowing the teacher to see if sufficient materials are available.
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The particular topic cs not the key to student: interest, but rather their

involvement r;y:7:iren:th, not the centent, makes the cIe5s relevant to students,

For this reason, i 2elfte.:3 the topie to be discussed in claaa; thus I could

determine that materials students should purchase and what should be put on reserve

in the library,. Ae we obeli see later, it is also possible for students to select

and build models on topics of their choice,

The next etep is to establish the requfrewen zir for completing the

investigetion. The class discusses what is neceasary to adequately identify the

causes of the American Revolution. This involves answering the main questions

by subordinate questions which could be answered by date,

Exhibit IV

This is the most: crec5e1 point of the whole process of model building., It is

also the most difficult for the students to eccomplish.

Having esceblished the requirements for completing the investigation,

the discussion turns to the kind of data needed to answer the questions. We

are not interested nil: this tine in whether the data in available. Hence this

discussion is partly speculative and open-ended because we are interested in the

data which students believe are necessary to determine the causes of the American

Revolution. The purpose is to establish an ideal standard; for example ask "What

would you accat: as evidence to establish the part of the model which asks:

What did the colonists believe was the proper states between the colonists and

Great Britain.?" The teacher can help by suggesting available sources of information.

The discussion focuses of the validity of aources.

Next, the class, either ,-Idividually or, through dividing the tasks gather

the data for the model. One aspect of data gathering is comparing what exists with

what is needed and in many cases exposing the "data gap" Hence, many questions

will either remain unanswered or inadequately answered. This serves to illustrate
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the problems of reconst:5:yeting the past,

The model hen severol uses, I've just shown the first, using it for

investigation It has alEo been used in two other waye,

Exhibit V

One problem posed by date gathering is that there must be an adequate library.

The most important result of mode?. building, however, is not the data gathered,

but the skills developed.. Ie other words, the process is more important than

the content, Or to be morn current, the "medium is the massage,"

Once built, the model seeves as a useful tool for evaluating different

interpretations of the subject. As students reed an interpretation of the causes

of the American Revolution, for example, they can determine the parts of the model

emphasized and omitted by the historian., One can cover s wide range of interpretations

iby having one or two students concentrate on just one interpr Lion and then sharing

their findings:. This is an excellent way to study the historiography of an event.

It allows students to read on entire work rather than the eummaries generally found

in most anthologies. Students are slaked to summarize a writer's ideas, to identify

the parts of the model covered by the writer, to determine questions they felt were

adequately answered or partially answered, end to identify the data used by the

writer to support his poaition. When aV. the authors have been read and the

discussions completed, it is possible to plot the vaiqous interpretations on the

model, The class is then able to determine the difference in emphasis between the

various interpretations and to decide whether each difference is one of data or

assumption. It also shows questions avoided by various writers,

The model is also useful for hypothesis testing. Here students are

asked to establish a thesis about some problem in the course., in this case the

question: Was the American Revolution a revolution? Students then determine the
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requirements for substantlJating their hypotheses. These ,are stated in the forms

of arguments which k±re derived from the question: What do we need to know in

order to substantiate the thesis? The main arguments are reduced to subordinate

arguments which they can be al/scared by data &et me illustrate. If you were

attempting to establish the thesis that the American Revolution was a

revolution, you might support it tYith the main argument depending on your definition

of revolution, that a change occurred in the political leadership after the

revolution. One then asks: what do you need to know in order to establish this?

First, who ruled before the revolution? To answer thin the political leaders

must be identified, as well as their economic and social status It must also be

established if these leaders were effective, Lastly, you should determine the

amount of participation in government by the populace. Similar questions would

have to be asked about the period after the revolution. Historians have attempted

to answer these questions and much of this data available in secondary works.

Again. I am not so coseerned with the data estherinv ns wIth the quacaP4nha asked,.

That is why the use of secondary works is acceptable.. It might also be desirable

to use primazy sources for s part of the mode/. The teacher's role is one of

interaction with students. Because students have committed themselves to a point

of view and have attempted to substantiate it, individual models provide excellent

perpara tion for group discussion,

Finally, how can you determine if students can build inquiry models?

The use of the individual models are very helpful. It is possible, however, to

devise an exam which tests their ability to build models. To accomplish this,

I provide the students with a quotation stating a position on some part of the

topic under consideration by the class. Students are then asked to develop a

model to test the validity of the quotation. Their answers are to consist of

four parts: 1) a statement about the validity of the quotation; 2) supportive
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arguments and Sub-arguments which, when answered or supported, tell you what you

need to know in order tp de-tern ine this statemant'svalidity; 3) a list of the

kind of data you need to know; 4) sources that could be used to locate the needed

data

In conclusion, let mu state that I ma not suggesting that this technique

be used exclusively in teaching history. I would hope a student's experience

would be more eclectic than that. The procedure described here is flexible enough

to allau teachers to use as little or as much as students can stand. I've found

it useful, for instance, in a survey class of 200 students, not to engage them

in model building, but to build a model for them. This method can be implemented

as rapidly or as slowly as teachers develop confidence in working with the method.

It focuses upon the art of teaching and not, as so many proposals today, upon

expensive gimmickry.

In general, I believe that this method will receive a receptive hearing

from those who are concerned with teaching, either in their own courses 23

methods instructors. It will be interesting to see the response when these ideas

are presented to a group of historians this March at the Missouri Valley Historical

Conference. I did present some of this material to my colleagues in the history

department last May and the response was one of interest if not enthusiasm.

But I firmly believe that more good history teaching will occur at the secondary

level when more good history teaching occurs in our colleges and universities.
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EXHIBIT I P:J4UIRY gODEL F.2 THE CAUSM1 OF THE AMERIGN REVOLUTION

I. Wbat happened to make a /urge number of ihhabitants in Borth America decide to
ahems their. status or relat onahip with meat Britain in 17754776? (What do
we need to Imola ....datra.4o establish thin and where oan this data be found?)

A. What was there in the status or relationship to Great Britain which the
colonists ke351m4A should be changed?

1, that did the colonists believe, was tin proper status between the
colonies and Great Britain?

a, Balitioal Status:

b. Economic Statue:

-00 Social Status

d. Religious Statue

20 What did the colonists believe was the misting statue between the
colones and Great Britain at the time of the confliot?

ao Political Status:

bo Beonomic Status:

*, Soeial Status:

d Religious St:AllOt

3o What did those who made policy in Great Britain believe was the ;roper
status batman Great Britain and the eolonies2

ao Politioai Status:

b, Bt on; atataat

Social Statue:

d, Religious Statues

Bo What issues caused conflicts over the statue of the relationship between
the colonies and Groat Britain which influenoad the desire for change?

10 What issuoa involving the status and relationship between the colonies
and Great Britain caused conflicts?

am. What were the conflicts?

b, What issues were at stake in each conflict?

20 What issues of status caused the greatest antagonism to develop between
the colonies and Great Britain over status? ()tat would we need to
knout() establish this?

a, Did the Antagonism have the greatest appeal as moon bars



mann ivy Inestry Model for the Comae of the American Revolution, p. 20

1) Xilterasity of colonial protests and diaab:%14=re

2) Intensity at pab lie opinion

3) amber accepting and condoning actions of the colonists

11.14 the Cc lonista belies it urea tho most important antagonism asseen ty:

I) Veaspaper. editorials

2) Resolutions iron political bodies

3) Preatdons end remonstrances

4) Utterances a political leaders
5) Observers

6) Letters, isrice

fl0 6137 w the UMW lovolving the status of the Colonies to Great Britain
resolved peaceably?

1,AV wouleWt Great Eeitain (those the male policy) grant the coloni.... the
change in statue they ware dincindning and ware Wini.ing to fight to
maintain what th y believed should bc the wepGr statue?

1. Were there constitutional issues which were thought to be irreconaieble?

2. Were there Individuals who sought to gait prof the conflict?
3,, Why did those who proposed conciliation unable to varail?
4 Did those in power see a change in colonial status as a threat to

British powe. and srestigs?

1 1 ,. 1 6 7 w e r e the colonists w i l l i n g t o react to w a r i n s rder to change the
status or maintain the status at what they believed should be the proper
relationship batmen the colonies and Great Britain?

1, Were the colonists motivated by wopagandieta of the revolution?

2. Did the colonists believe the British pieition ems a threat to their
autonomous; assanblies?


